
mobbra - mass fan engagement at live events
Wireless connectivity at major sporting and entertainment events is extremely difficult to achieve due to network congestion 
associated with live events. The traditional approach has been to fill a stadium or venue with either Wi-Fi or mobile network 
infrastructure but there are technical and cost problems with these solutions.

mobbra, a digital start-up based at MediaCityUK, Manchester, developed patent-pending technology to solve these issues. The 
technology enables a significantly smaller amount of infrastructure to be placed in a stadium or venue to service all fans at an 
event with guaranteed connectivity for a fraction of the cost and also enable a host of new value added services.

Pocket Doctor
Pocket Doctor was developed to help its users to understand any ailments they might be facing and take necessary steps to 
cure or prevent further progress.   The business model encourages usage and monetises the value users obtain from using the 
full version of the app.  In order to reach a wide target audience, the long term objective was to make Pocket Doctor available 
on all major Operating Systems. 

Pocket Doctor is now available in two different versions on iOS, Android, Windows 8 & Windows 8 Phone.  Recently selected 
as a featured app on the HP Windows App Store in the UK & USA and a ‘top-pick’ on Windows Phone 8 in the UK & UAE, the 
application has seen a vast number of downloads.

Polkadot Factory’s Trigah Project
Every year 30,000 feature length films are completed globally, but less than 2,000 get distribution. As production technology 
is increasingly cheaper and more accessible, there are films worth £1.5 billion made each year but never offered for sale.

Trigah is a web and mobile application which bridges the gap between culturally diverse films and audiences by functioning as 
a tracking and alert tool.  When film fans sign up they take a short quiz to determine their taste, location and devices they own 
and this filters the trailers they are shown. They curate their own film watch list, and over time, Trigah's taste algorithm further 
refines suggestions based on the films they pay to see. Film fans can also trigger a screening in a local cinema for a specific 
film if interest is large enough.

KeyPoint Technologies – Adaptxt
Smartphones, tablets, and smart TVs are handy to use, but with cumbersome text input methods they cannot be considered 
a replacement for desktop PCs and laptops.  Technology has made considerable progress through improved graphics 
processing units, touchscreens and pointing devices but we still face the enormous challenge of putting information into these 
systems.

KeyPoint Technologies has developed Adaptxt – a smart text input application - by combining the best of Artificial Intelligence 
and linguistics to allow effortless communication in different languages. With over 1.1 million downloads, Adaptxt is capable of 
learning from users, adapting to their personal writing styles and providing relevant word and phrase suggestions.

Seetok – communicate as humans
Over millions of years humans have developed a language of words, sounds, signs and gestures that enable us to communicate 
clearly... but which email and txt msgs usurped and undermined in just in two decades.

People communicate best when they can see each other. The future is video.  Our target markets are international or multi-site 
organisations and mobile or remote employees. Seetok, through its ‘Seemail’ and ‘Seeconf’ features, enables business people 
to send secure video messages faster than an email.  Seetok was selected by Scottish Development International to exhibit at 
the Mobile World Congress 2013 in Barcelona, at EiE in Edinburgh and at CES London the CEO and President of the Consumer 
Electronics Association has said that Seetok was ‘the only truly disruptive technology on display’.
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